Introduction

Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA) is a lethal, autosomal recessive, neurodegenerative disorder characterized by progressive muscle weakness. SMA has an incidence of 1 in 6000-10000 live-births and a carrier frequency of 1:38–50 [1]. Previous reports describe genotype and frequency differences among ethnic groups [2,3]. In around 95% SMA results from the loss of SMN1 gene [4]. SMA can be classified into five clinical grades based on age of onset and severity. Cuba has a high degree of admixture [5], and previous studies in this population report a different SMN1 homozygous deletion frequency [6], and skin color distribution of SMA I [2]. In this study, a molecular characterization of one hundred sixty-three patients was performed by PCR-RFLP methods regarding gender and skin color distribution.

Results

A molecular diagnosis of patients with clinical symptoms of SMA was performed by PCR-RFLP techniques described previously [7]. SMA classification did not consider type 0 and the type IV; four cases were excluded from this analysis. Skin color was self-reported by patients or parents during examination (W: White, M: Mestizo, B: Black).

The analysis of the 163 patients evidence a predominance of SMA type I (I:81, II:58, III:24). From this total, only 108 were positive for SMN1 exon 7 homozygous deletion (66.26 %).

The analysis of relative frequency differences by skin color groups resulted significant for black patients exclusively (Figure 1).

Sex distribution showed a higher frequency in males (96 patients) compared to females (67 patients) (p=0.0013, ratio=1.43/1). The same was obtained when only molecularly confirmed cases were considered (67 and 41 cases respectively) (p=0.0005, ratio= 1.63/1).

No significant differences (χ²=0.81 p=0.66) were found among SMA types regarding presence or absence of SMN1 exon 7. Mean age (in months) for females (37.82) and males (47.10) did not show significant differences (t= -0.682551, p=0.50).

Skin color did not either have significant effect in mean age (W=42.98, M=44.27, B=43.07) (F=0.0034, p=0.997).

Discussion

The low proportion of SMN1 exon 7 homozygous deletion in Cuban patients could be due to intragenic mutations, not involving gene deletion, widely spread in our population. Cuba has a high degree of admixture and different ethnical frequencies of alleles with multiple copies of SMN1 have been described [3]. These findings could justify the frequency differences of SMA in specific ethnics groups. Probably, in our SMA population, alleles harbor multiple copies even with the alleged intragenic mutations.

Previous studies report SMA phenotype modifiers. Plastin
3 (PLS3) is a calcium dependent protein that co-localizes with SMN in granules throughout motor neuron axons. Overexpression of PLS3 has been described in asymptomatic females with SMN1 homozygous deletion and it has been suggested that PLS3 may be a sex-specific SMA phenotype modifier [8]. This could be at least a partial explanation for the statistically significant differences in sex distribution in our patients.

**Conclusion**

We found a different SMN1 exon 7 homozygous deletion percentages for SMA Cuban patients and a significantly higher incidence in males compared to females. Additionally, we demonstrated a very low relative frequency in black skin color patients.

In summary, these findings among Cuban SMA Patients do demand for additional research on particular genetic bases of SMA in our population. These results have serious implications for molecular diagnostic and genetic counseling that can be offered to SMA patients and relatives.

**Statistical analysis**

Chi square test, Student’s t-test, proportions comparison test and one-way ANOVA were employed to analyze obtained data.

**Ethics statement**

Ethical guidelines of the Institute of Neurology and Neurosurgery were strictly followed.

**Research limitations**

A PCR-RFLP method only detects presence or absence of SMN1 gene. Heterozygosity condition for SMN1, intragenic mutations, hybrid genes and other sequence alterations cannot be detected. Further experiments like quantification of SMN1/SMN2 copy number and gene sequencing must be done to clarify these findings.
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